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FOREWORD 

The Region One Education Service Center is part of a state-wide system of 20 regional education service 

centers created by the 59th Texas Legislature to assist school districts across the state. Originally slated to work 

with school districts as a media center, the role of the education service center has expanded to work alongside 

school districts to carry out the three main objectives as stipulated in the TEC §8.002: to assist school districts 

in improving student performance in each region of the system; enable school districts to operate more 

efficiently and economically; and implement initiatives assigned by the legislature or commissioner. Located in 

South Texas on the United States/Mexico border, Region One ESC serves 37 school districts and 10 charter 

school systems in the seven county areas of Cameron County, Hidalgo County, Jim Hogg County, Starr County, 

Webb County, Willacy County, and Zapata County. 

On September 28, 2016, the U.S. Department of Education awarded 13 new grants under the Fiscal Year 2016 

Teacher Incentive Fund (TIF) competition. Region One ESC was awarded the TIF 5 grant, paving the road for 

collaboration amongst the Service Center and sixteen districts across the region through Region One Incentive 

Strategies for Educators project (Project RISE). Continuous collaboration has taken place between the Project 

RISE team and committees which consists of various stakeholders from participating districts. Focused on the 

development and retention of highly effective teachers, leaders and educators, every aspect of the Project RISE 

handbook has been derived from feedback provided by our stakeholders. As such, stakeholders will continue to 

re-convene during the duration of this project to participate in the reflective and refinement process. As Project 

RISE engages in this process with partnering districts any refined documents will be made readily available. 

 

Please note that this document may be periodically updated to ensure that the most current information is 

available to all stakeholders. Please refer to our website www.esc1.net/projectrise to access an electronic copy 

of this handbook that reflects the most current version including all changes and updates.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.esc1.net/projectrise
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Region One Incentive Strategies for Educators 

 
OVERVIEW 

The goal of Project RISE, Region One Incentive Strategies for Educators project, is to create a K-12th 

grade pipeline of highly-effective teachers, leaders and educators to increase ALL students’ academic 

achievement, graduation rates, and college enrollment.  

PROJECT RISE GRANT OBJECTIVES 

1. Establish an effective Human Capital Management System (HCMS) and educator evaluation 

Performance Based Compensation System (PBCS) at each target school. 

2. Ensure highly-effective educators are apparent and retained. 

3. Increase student academic performance and college/career readiness particularly for low-income, 

minority, at-risk, and English Language Learners by creating highly-effective educators.  

4. Increase cost efficiency and productivity at target schools through a systemic transformation of 

effective HCMS/PBCS systems. 

5. Create a pipeline of highly-effective educator 
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Project RISE Campuses 

Project RISE will work collaboratively in partnership with the following participating districts and campuses: 

Districts Campuses 

Brownsville ISD 
➢ Porter Early College High School 

➢ Faulk Middle School 

Donna ISD 
➢ 3D Academy 

➢ M. Rivas Elementary 

Triumph Charter District 
➢ Triumph Townlake Charter 

➢ Triumph Sierra Vista Charter 

Jim Hogg ISD 

➢ Hebbronville High School 

➢ Hebbronville Junior High 

➢ Hebbronville Elementary 

La Joya ISD 

➢ Palmview High School 

➢ Juarez-Lincoln High School 

➢ Ann W. Richards Middle School 

➢ Elodia R. Chapa Elementary 

La Feria ISD ➢ La Feria Academy 

Lasara ISD 
➢ Lasara High School 

➢ Lasara Elementary 

McAllen ISD ➢ Travis Middle School 

Mercedes ISD ➢ Mercedes Academic Academy 

Triumph Charter District 

➢ Triumph Mercedes Charter High School 

➢ Triumph McAllen Charter High School 

➢ Triumph San Benito Charter High School 

Progreso ISD ➢ North Elementary 

San Benito ISD ➢ Miller Jordan Middle School 

San Isidro ISD 
➢ San Isidro High School 

➢ San Isidro Elementary/Junior High 

San Perlita ISD 

➢ San Perlita High School 

➢ San Perlita Middle School 

➢ San Perlita Elementary 

Santa Maria ISD 
➢ Santa Maria Middle School 

➢ Tony Gonzalez Elementary 

Horizon Montessori Public Schools ➢ Horizon Montessori III 
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Performance Based Compensation System  

The Performance Based Compensation System (PBCS) is a comprehensive reward system that encompasses all 

factors critical to recruit, retain and reward the most effective and qualified campus staff available. The Project 

RISE PBCS was designed to reward highly effective educators for promoting and maintaining high standards of 

student achievement.  Project RISE provides differentiated levels of compensation for teachers, principals, other 

school leaders, and other educators based on: 

● Evaluations for teachers, administrators, and other eligible educators 

● Classroom student growth measures 

● School-wide student growth measures 

Performance-based compensation rewards highly effective educators for their positive impact on student growth 

and outcomes.  

PBCS Eligibility Requirements 

Qualifying positions for various aspects of Project RISE compensation include Teachers, Principals and Other 

Educators (e.g. Administrators, Deans, Counselors, Librarians, Instructional Leaders, and Educational Aides). 

To be eligible to participate in the Project RISE 2018-2019 PBCS, campus employees must meet all the 

following general eligibility requirements. 

GENERAL ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
 

1. Employees must be assigned to a Project RISE campus by the last Friday in October.  

• Multi-Assignment employees must spend 90% of the contractual day on a Project RISE campus. 

2. Employees must be continuously employed in an eligible position in a Project RISE campus through the 

last day of school (See Transfer section). 

3. Employees must be supervised and appraised by the principal or other designated appraiser of the 

campus/district where they are serving students. Employees not supervised or appraised by the principal 

or campus appraiser are not eligible, even if 100% of their time is spent on a campus.   

4. Employees whose duties do not directly impact student learning and teacher effectiveness are not 

eligible for PBCS compensation. 
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POSITION ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR PBCS 

 Teachers Campus Leadership Hourly Employees Other Educators* 

 

Included 

Positions 

Teachers of record, 

and/or Teachers with 

students assigned to 

them for instructional 

purposes 

 

 

Principals, Assistant 

Principals, Deans of 

Instruction, Deans of 

Students, Facilitator 

Instructional Aides, 

Teacher Aides, 

Paraprofessionals  

Instructional Leaders, 

Counselors, Librarians 

*Any Educators not 

listed above require 

prior approval from 

Principal and Project 

RISE 

 

 

 

 

 

Eligibility 

Employee must directly 

impact student learning. 

 

Employee must provide 

direct instruction to 

students, plan lessons, 

and be responsible for 

providing content 

grades, not only 

conduct or participation 

grades. 

Employee must directly 

impact student learning 

and teacher effectiveness. 

 

Employee must be coded 

as principal, assistant 

principal, dean of 

instruction, dean of 

students, and facilitator 

according to HR and 

PEIMS. 

Employee must directly 

impact student learning 

and teacher effectiveness. 

 

Non-instructional support 

staff, substitute teachers, 

and part-time tutors are 

not eligible. 

Employee must directly 

impact academic 

performance, college 

readiness, and/or 

educator effectiveness. 

 

Instructional leaders, 

counselors, and 

librarians must impact 

student learning to be 

eligible. 

Stipend 

Amount 

Up to $3,000 Up to $3,000 Up to $1,500 Up to $1,500 

 

 

PAYOUT GUIDELINES 
 

1. Performance ratings will be calculated by an independent third-party organization through a data 

management system to determine total compensation award for each employee listed above. 

2.  Employees must be in good standing at the time of payout. Therefore, an employee under investigation 

or reassigned pending investigation is not eligible for Project RISE PBCS compensation until he or she 

is cleared of any allegation. If the investigation is concluded with a confirmation of inappropriate 

employee behavior, the employee is not eligible to receive Project RISE PBCS compensation. An 

employee is not eligible for PBCS compensation if their contract is terminated or non-renewed at the 

end of the school year due to not being in good standing. 

3. If an employee meets all the eligibility requirements for an award and then resigns or retires from the 

district prior to the payout of the awards, the employee is still eligible for the award. However, the 

employee is responsible for providing the district with correct forwarding information so that the award 

payout can be processed.  
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TRANSFERS 

1. An employee who transfers or is reassigned from one Project RISE eligible campus position to another, 

will remain eligible for the Project RISE award. 

2. An employee who transfers from a Project RISE eligible position to a non‐eligible position during the 

2018-2019 school year, will not be eligible for an award. 

3. An employee who transfers from a Project RISE eligible campus to a non‐eligible campus during the 

2018-2019 school year, will not be eligible for an award. 

4. Transferring employees must complete all necessary components (i.e. student learning objectives and/or 

observations) for their position in order to be eligible for PBCS. Districts will determine at which 

campus(es) student learning objectives and observations will be completed. 

 

LEAVE 

1. Employees who take a leave of absence during the eligibility period are not eligible.  

2. Employees who take leave work for these reasons will still be eligible for PBCS as long as they have 

completed all components (i.e. student learning objectives):   

● Funeral leave    

● Military leave 

● Family medical leave 

● Assault leave 

● Jury duty 

● Holidays 

● Religious holidays 

● Vacation pay 

● Compensatory time 

● Authorized off-campus duty 
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Performance Based Compensation for Teachers 

 
REQUIREMENTS 

1. The PBCS amount for each individual teacher is determined by a combination of classroom 

observations, student classroom performance, and school-wide student performance ratings. 

2. All teachers are evaluated using the T-TESS appraisal instrument or district-based evaluation instrument 

aligned to the TAC Chapter 149 teaching standards. 

3. All teachers identify instructional goals by writing Student Learning Objectives and track student 

performance to determine student growth. 

4. All teachers participate in professional learning to support effective instruction and student success. 

COMPONENTS OF PERFORMANCE BASED COMPENSATION 

Project RISE teachers will be eligible to receive up to $3,000 under PBCS. The following three-part model will 

be used to determine differentiated performance-based incentives for all teachers.  

 

 

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Note: Any educator identified as a teacher through PEIMS that is not a teacher of record but works directly with 

a student group for a significant period of time, must create an SLO to be considered under this model.  
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Part I: Classroom Performance 
 

Fifty percent of the teacher PBCS model is determined by classroom performance. Your campus will utilize the  

Texas Teacher Evaluation and Support System (T-TESS)  or district-based evaluation instrument aligned to the 

TAC Chapter 149 teaching standards to conduct teacher classroom observations. The goal of T-TESS is to 

encourage professional growth, provide more frequent timely and formative feedback, and to incorporate 

multiple indicators of success in order to improve instructional practices and support increased academic 

achievement. Project RISE observers (i.e. principals, assistant principals, and Master Teachers) are trained 

through supervised coaching and video-based calibration.  

T-TESS includes four domains and sixteen dimensions. 

T-TESS Rubric Domains and Dimensions 

Domain 1: Planning Domain 2: Instruction 

● Standards and Alignment 

● Data and Assessment 

● Knowledge of Students 

● Activities 

● Achieving Expectations 

● Content Knowledge and Expertise 

● Communication 

● Differentiation  

● Monitor and Adjust 

Domain 3: Learning Environment 
Domain 4: Professional Practices and 

Responsibilities1 

● Classroom Environment, Routines, and 

Procedures 

● Managing Student Behavior 

● Classroom Culture 

● Professional Demeanor and Ethics 

● Goal Setting 

● Professional Development 

● School Community Involvement 

   

Observation ratings are based on the performance of teachers on a five-point scale per dimension. Domain 

ratings are averaged. 

Distinguished Accomplished Proficient Developing 
Improvement 

Needed 

5 4 3 2 1 

                                                           
1 Domain 4 will only be applicable to the summative evaluation by the primary appraiser. 
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OBSERVATION REQUIREMENTS 

1. To be eligible for PBCS in the 2018-19 school year, teachers must have at least four observations.  

2. At least three of the observations must be completed by campus administrators (i.e., principals, assistant 

principal, deans of instruction, facilitators). One observation per teacher should be completed by a 

Project RISE Master Teacher. If the teacher’s campus does not have a Master Teacher, this observation 

can be completed by a campus/district administrator. A Master Teacher should be observed by another 

Master Teacher. If a campus has only one Master Teacher, this observation can be completed by a 

campus/district administrator. 

3. The final observation completed by a campus administrator is the summative observation. 

4. The recommended length of classroom observations is 20 minutes. The summative observation needs to 

be at least 45 minutes. 

5. It is recommended that most observations be announced. One of the observations completed by a 

campus/district administrator per teacher should be unannounced.  

6. It is recommended to complete two observations in the fall semester to give teachers the opportunity to 

improve their craft based on the feedback provided by the observer. 

7. It is recommended that observer and teacher meet for a post-conference to ensure teachers are getting 

timely and actionable feedback. Observers and Master Teachers will assist teachers in arranging 

coaching and professional learning activities that address any identified areas of growth during the 

observation. If the observation is announced, it is recommended to meet for a pre-conference. 

Note: Master Teachers can use the Project RISE Coaching cycle as a guide to provide support for 

teachers, monitor progress towards the coaching goal and conduct observations. 
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PART II: Student Classroom Performance 

Thirty percent of the teacher PBCS model is determined by student classroom performance. Student growth is 

used to determine growth targets related to student classroom performance for teachers. All teachers must 

complete the student learning objective (SLO) process to determine student growth. Value-added analysis is 

also used to determine student classroom performance for Value-Added SLO and compares the historical 

progress of individual students to current growth. Student classroom performance scores are determined for 

Value-Added SLO and SLO teachers in the following ways: 

• Value-Added/SLO teachers: 90% of the student classroom performance score will come from the SLOs, 

while 10% of their student classroom performance score will be determined by the value-added analysis.  

• SLO teachers: 100% of the student classroom performance score will come from the SLOs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Value-Added/SLO 

Teachers 

Student Learning 

Objectives 

100% 

SLO Teachers 
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STUDENT LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

An SLO is a measurable, focused, academic-centered goal that describes what students should know or be able 

to do at the end of an interval of instruction. SLOs focus on supporting teachers in making evidence based 

instructional adjustments based on intended instructional outcomes and student performance. SLOs monitor 

student progress over time to determine effective instructional practices and evidence based instructional 

adjustments throughout the year. SLOs are measurable, focused on an area of need for students determined by 

extensive analysis of various data sources, targeting foundation skills, and aligned to state standards. The 

overall intended outcome for SLOs is student growth and increased teacher effectiveness. 

The five-step SLO process will be used to determine and capture evidence for an overall rating. The 

recommended timelines for SLOs with year-long, first semester only, or second semester only intervals of 

instruction are listed below. For different intervals of instruction, the timeline should be adjusted at the campus 

level to allow for a meaningful interval of instruction. 

 

Interval 

 of  

Instruction 

Step 1: 
Identify the 

Area of 

Student Need  

Step 2: 
Create the 

SLO 

 

Step 3: 
Review & 

Approve the 

SLO 

Step 4: 
Teach! Teach! 

Teach! 
(Monitor Progress) 

Step 5: 
Review & 

Score the SLO 

Year-long August September - 

October 

November October- 

May 

May 

First Semester 

Only 

August September - 

October 

November September- 

December 

January 

Second 

Semester Only 

January February - 

February 

March February- 

May 

May 

 

The following five-point rubric scale will be used to determine an overall rating on Student Classroom 

Performance. Eligibility will be based on students meeting or exceeding growth targets from pre-instruction to 

post-instruction scores based on average of overall growth. 

SLO Descriptive Rating SLO Score Growth Target 

Greatly Exceeds Target 5 80% growth 

Exceeds Target 4 60% growth 

Meets Target 3 40% growth 

Approaching Target 2 1-39% growth 

Does Not Meet Target 1 No growth 
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All teachers must complete at least one student learning objective (SLO) in order to be eligible for 2018-19 

PBCS through Project RISE. Administrators, counselors, librarians, and instructional aides do not need to 

complete an SLO to be eligible for PBCS. Campus principals can decide to require more than one SLO, if they 

feel it is appropriate (i.e. requiring one SLO per semester if your campus has semester-long courses). If a 

teacher completes more than one SLO, the results will be averaged (weighted based on the number of students 

affected).  

VALUE-ADDED 

Value-added analysis of state assessment growth is used to determine in the effectiveness rating for core 

teachers. Value-added analysis compares the historical progress of individual students to current growth. It 

provides a clear picture of student growth regardless of students’ beginning achievement levels and 

demographics. 

 

Part III: School-Wide Student Performance 

Twenty percent of the teacher PBCS model is determined by the overall school-wide student performance. 

School-wide student performance measures the extent to which a school’s average growth meets, exceeds, or 

falls short of average growth. School-wide student performance will be determined through a third-party data 

management system based on overall student growth on state assessments.  
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Teacher Effectiveness Rating 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Teacher Effectiveness Rating Matrix 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Classroom Evaluation* Classroom Academic Growth** 
The score above is based on the following measures: The score above is based on the following measures: 
    
100% T-TESS Evaluation Value-Added/SLO Teacher:   10% Classroom Value-Added AND 
                                                            90% Teacher's Final SLO Score 
Needs Improvement                 1.00-1.49                 1   
Developing                                  1.50-2.49                 2 SLO Teacher:                               100% Teacher's Final SLO Score 
Proficient                                     2.50-3.49                 3   
Accomplished                             3.50-4.49                 4   
Distinguished                              4.50-5.00                 5   

 

 

 

 

 

How does the teacher effectiveness rating determine eligibility for PBCS? 

A teacher’s eligibility for PBCS is contingent upon the effectiveness rating an individual teacher receives. 

The effectiveness rating is a composite score made up of a classroom observation score and a student 

growth measure score. The school-wide value-added score is NOT part of a teacher’s effectiveness rating. 

The Teacher Effectiveness Index below demonstrates how the overall effectiveness rating is determined. 

 

 

PBCS eligibility range  

NOTE: The scores represented above equate to the actual performance levels using a whole number as the minimum threshold. 
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PBCS for Administrators  
 

CAMPUS ADMINISTRATORS 

Campus administrators evaluated through T-PESS are eligible for up to $3,000 based on this model: 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

School-Wide Student Performance is determined by the value-added analysis of STAAR/EOC assessment 

results.  

Performance of Administrators is determined in the following ways:  

• Campus administrators and assistant principals: 90% of the performance of administrator rating comes 

from the T-PESS/District evaluation and 10% comes from the results of a campus survey.  

• Other administrators: deans of instruction and facilitators. If they are not evaluated by T-PESS, the 

Project RISE evaluation for administrators will need to be completed. 
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Administrator Effectiveness Rating 

 

 

 

 

 

Campus Administrator Effectiveness Matrix 

 

 

Campus Administrators  
Administrator Evaluation School-wide Academic Growth 
The Administrator Evaluation is comprised of two measures:      
90% Evaluation (T-PESS)      
10% Survey (Project RISE)  
 
Rating                                               Evaluation                       Index 
Score     
                                                   Performance Level                               
Needs Improvement                 1.00-1.49                                   1 
Developing                                  1.50-2.49                                   2 
Proficient                                     2.50-3.49                                   3  
Accomplished                             3.50-4.49                                   4  
Distinguished                              4.50-5.00                                   5 

 School-wide academic growth is determined by the school-wide 
value-added score, as calculated by SAS EVAAS.   
 
 
 Value-Added Level                                            Index Score      
 
Level 1:     2 Units Below Average                            1  
Level 2:     1 Unit Below Average                              2  
Level 3:     Within 1 Unit of Average                         3  
Level 4:     1 Unit Above Average                              4  
Level 5:     2 Units Above Average                            5 

Your score above is based on the following measures: Your score above is based on the following measures: 

90% T-PESS Evaluation 
10% Campus Survey 

100% School-Wide Value Added 

 

 

 

 

How does the administrator effectiveness rating determine eligibility for PBCS? 

A campus administrator’s eligibility for PBCS is contingent upon the effectiveness rating a principal 

receives. The effectiveness rating is a composite score made up of the Administrator Evaluation score (90% 

T-PESS, 10% campus survey) and a school-wide academic growth score. The Administrator Effectiveness 

Index below demonstrates how the overall effectiveness rating is determined. 

 

 

PBCS eligibility range  

NOTE: The scores represented above equate to the actual performance levels using a whole number as the minimum threshold. 
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PBCS for Other Educators  

 

OTHER EDUCATORS 

Counselors, librarians, and hourly employees (educational aides, teacher aides, and paraprofessionals) who 

directly impact student learning and college and career readiness are eligible for up to $1,500 based on this 

model: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

School-Wide Student Performance is determined by the value-added analysis of STAAR/EOC assessment 

results.  

The evaluation score comes from the results of at least one observation by the campus principal or other 

administrator. 
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Other Educator Effectiveness Rating 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other Educators Effectiveness Matrix 

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Educator Evaluation School-wide Academic Growth 
The evaluation score for other educators is based on the 
following  measures: 
 
100% Project RISE Observation 
 
The Other Educators evaluation is comprised of an instrument 
approved by your district and the Project RISE team. 
 
Rating                                               Evaluation                       Index 
Score     
                                                   Performance Level                               
Needs Improvement                 1.00-1.49                                   1 
Developing                                  1.50-2.49                                   2 
Proficient                                     2.50-3.49                                   3  
Accomplished                             3.50-4.49                                   4  
Distinguished                              4.50-5.00                                   5  

 School-wide academic growth is determined by the school-wide 
value-added score, as calculated by SAS EVAAS.   
 
 
 Value-Added Level                                            Index Score      
 
Level 1:     2 Units Below Average                            1  
Level 2:     1 Unit Below Average                              2  
Level 3:     Within 1 Unit of Average                         3  
Level 4:     1 Unit Above Average                              4  
Level 5:     2 Units Above Average                            5 

 

 

 

How does the effectiveness rating for Other Educators determine eligibility for PBCS? 

Eligibility of Other Educators for PBCS is contingent upon the effectiveness rating an educator receives. 

The effectiveness rating is a composite score made up of the evaluation score and a school-wide academic 

growth score. The Other Educator Effectiveness Index below demonstrates how the overall effectiveness 

rating is determined. 

 

 

NOTE: The scores represented above equate to the actual performance levels using a whole number as the minimum threshold. 
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Project RISE Support for Teachers 

Project RISE is committed to providing ongoing support for educators to increase teachers’ pedagogical growth, 

instructional improvement, and student academic achievement. Project RISE teachers will be supported by 

master/mentor teachers, campus leadership, professional learning, and the Project RISE staff. 
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MASTER AND MENTOR TEACHERS 

Master and Mentor teachers will serve as on-site peer instructional coaches who provide ongoing guidance 

using a variety of mentoring and pedagogical techniques. They will engage in providing constructive feedback 

to improve instructional practices and will facilitate positive environments. Although their roles are similar, 

they have distinct responsibilities and will serve in unique roles on campus. 

 

Support Provided by Master Teacher  Support Provided by Mentor Teacher 

Coach new, first year, and other identified teachers 

for a minimum of 3 hours per week 

Mentor new/first year teachers 3 hours per week. 

Conduct classroom observations each year as part of 

the campus leadership team 

Collaborate on subject/grade level planning. 

Improve pedagogical instructional strategies and 

classroom management practice based on evidence 

collected during classroom observations 

Support improvement of pedagogy and classroom 

management. 

Identify, schedule, and implement opportunities for 

teachers to observe or co-teach with skilled teacher(s) 

Assist with lesson planning and  model lessons. 

Collaborate with campus principals to ensure 

all students are learning from effective 

teachers that demonstrate mastery in their 

professional content 

Provide ongoing formative feedback of  new teacher 

performance (based on clearly defined teaching 

standards and expectations). 

Team teach with colleagues, model lessons, and help 

implement curriculum 

Support and facilitate opportunities for new/first year  

teachers to regularly observe or co-teach with skilled 

teachers. 

Oversee planning, facilitation, and follow-up 

of all group meetings (teacher small groups, 

six one hour round table discussions, etc.) 

Facilitate follow-up discussions to review classroom 

observation results (conducted by the campus 

leadership team) as well as co-teaching experiences. 
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PROFESSIONAL LEARNING 

Project RISE recognizes and rewards teachers engaging in their professional growth through participation in 

continuous professional learning. To support teachers’ efforts, Project RISE will schedule relevant professional 

learning sessions throughout the school year. A calendar of professional learning sessions may also be found on 

the Project RISE website: www.esc1.net/ProjectRISEPD   

In addition, Project RISE has partnered with BloomBoard, the leading platform for educator advancement via 

micro-credentials, to provide differentiated professional learning opportunities. Micro-credentials are designed 

to further engage educators in professional learning opportunities that are personalized and collaborative. 

Micro-credentials are tailored to support job-embedded professional development with immediate feedback 

focused on individualized growth. 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT STIPENDS  

Teachers are eligible to receive stipends for attending professional development outside of their contracted 

school schedule. Campuses are eligible to receive substitute reimbursement when teachers participate in 

professional development during contracted hours. 

Activities eligible for stipend reimbursement: 

 

● participation in professional development that is aligned to the Project RISE seven professional 

learning topics outlined on page 24; 

● participation in professional development that takes place outside contracted school days/times 

such as evenings, weekends or during the summer (must not be contracted for summer school); 

● participation in face-to-face professional development. Stipend pay is not offered for webinars, 

online professional development, etc. 

Stipend is in the amount of $75 for a half-day and $150 for a full day.    

● A minimum of 3 hours constitutes a half day. 

● A minimum of 6 hours constitutes a full day. 

 

Activities eligible for substitute reimbursement: 

 

● participation in professional development activities that are held during the school contract day. 

● coverage for observation, coaching, and mentoring purposes. 

● working with other teachers in collaborative situations. 

 

 

http://www.esc1.net/ProjectRISEPD
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The following activities are not eligible for stipend/substitute reimbursement:  

● Professional Development activities for which teachers are receiving a stipend from a funding 

source other than Project RISE 

● Membership dues to associations or organizations 

● Travel related expenses: food, lodging, mileage, airplane tickets, airport parking fees, rental car 

fees, toll fees, etc. 

● Contracted services (i.e. trainer costs), registration fees, or training materials without prior 

authorization from Project RISE 
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Project RISE Professional Learning Topics 
Project RISE districts and campuses will receive professional development that will concentrate on topics for 

professional learning. The seven areas for professional learning are specifically tailored to support teacher 

effectiveness and to improve student outcomes.  

 
Classroom Instruction 

Targeted strategies to use (classroom, before/after-school weekends, and summer) infused with technology 

and electronic materials to help all students namely those at-risk and high-need to acquire the academic, 

linguistic, social and technological skills needed for success. 

Effective Pedagogy 

Training on successful instructional and pedagogical practices for diverse learners, including strategies for 

content and struggling learning (e.g. mathematics, reading, etc.) 

Management Strategies 

Needs-based intensive and purposeful instructional approaches for disengaged learners that often lead to 

behavior concerns in the classroom. Classroom management techniques and engagement strategies along 

with interventions to accelerate learning. 

New Teacher Development 

Customized and job-embedded support will be based on needs of new teachers and their students and will 

include ongoing professional development, assistance, and guidance on lesson planning, and modeling 

effective lessons in the classroom. 

Communication and Collaborative Strategies 
Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) will be supported and further enhanced to allow for teachers to 

collaborate, share, reflect, and grow. 

Leadership and Team-Building Skills 

Effective planning time to foster communication and collaboration among teachers, principals, education 

professionals, family, and community for improved student achievement. 

Test Analysis, Establishing Standard-Based Classroom 
Disaggregated data will be utilized in PLCs/CPT to align systems of standards for classrooms (per state 

standards) also to drive instructional improvement. Teachers will be trained and provided support to 

effectively foster a culture of data literacy to drive increased student growth. 

 

 

 

Connecting Professional Learning 
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Teacher Leadership Opportunities 

Project RISE provides highly effective educators with opportunities for career advancement without stepping 

out of the classroom. Project RISE provides salary augmentations for teachers who serve as Master and Mentor 

teachers. Incentives are also available to teachers who serve as leaders at their campuses in areas such as 

professional learning and data analysis. 

 

MASTER AND MENTOR TEACHERS 

Master Teachers are educators serving on participating campuses as instructional coaches. Their wealth and 

breadth of knowledge, skills, and expertise will assist in facilitating teacher growth on campus through coaching 

in high-yield instructional strategies and leading professional learning activities. Master Teachers are highly 

effective educators who provide ongoing support and feedback to teachers. 

Mentor Teachers are educators serving on participating campuses who will additionally serve as mentors. Their 

primary focus will be providing support in facilitating teacher growth through collaboration with their assigned 

mentees. Mentor Teachers are highly effective and skilled classroom instructors that provide year-long mentoring 

and guidance to new and first year teachers at each campus.  

ADDITIONAL TEACHER LEADERSHIP POSITIONS 

In addition to Master and Mentor Teachers, Project RISE campuses have the option to offer Teacher Leadership 

positions that may include the following: 

● Data Analysis Leader 

● Professional Learning Leader 

● Professional Learning Community Leader 

● College, Career, and Military Readiness Leader (Counselors) 

● Grant Manager 

It is at the discretion of the campus principal to establish these optional leadership positions and to select 

eligible campus employees to take on the responsibilities that come with each of the positions. Identified 

positions will be approved based on campus need. 

 


